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1. Introduction. Many of the inequalities of function theory and potential theory may be reduced to statements regarding the properties of harmonic domain functions with vanishing or constant boundary values, that is, functions which can be obtained from the Green's function by means of elementary processes. For the derivation of these inequalities a large number of different techniques and procedures have been used. It is the aim of this paper to show that many of the known inequalities of this type, and also others which are new, can be obtained as simple consequences of the classical minimum property of the Dirichlet integral. In addition to the resulting simplification, this method has the further advantage of being capable of generalization to a wide class of linear partial differential equations of elliptic type in two or more variables.
The idea of using the positive-definite character of an integral as the point of departure for the derivation of function-theoretic inequalities is, of course, not new and it has been successfully used for this purpose by a number of authors [l; 2; 8; 9 ; 16] . What the present paper attempts is to give a more or less systematic survey of the type of inequality obtainable in this way.
2. Monotonie functionals. 1. The domains we shall consider will be assumed to be bounded by a finite number of closed analytic curves and they will be embedded in a given closed Riemann surface R of finite genus. The symbol 5(a) will be used to denote a "singularity function" with the following properties: 5(a) is real, harmonic, and single-valued on R, with the exception of a finite number of points at which 5(a) has specified singularities. 5(a) is thus the real part of a properly normalized Abelian integral.
The following result indicates a monotonie functional associated with 5(a).
Theorem I. Let D and D\ be two domains embedded in R such that DCZDi and that D\ -D contains no singularities of 5(a), and let C and C\ denote the boundaries of D and D\ respectively. Let further piz) denote the function which vanishes on C and is such that piz) +5(a) is harmonic in D. If piiz) denotes the corresponding function associated with Di, then where the differentiation is performed with respect to the outer normal.
With the notation (w, u)D=JjDÍu\+u\)dxdy, it follows from the minimum property of the Dirichlet integral that (2) ipi + S,pi + S)Dl ^ iu, u)Dv where «(a) is continuous in the closure of P)\ and has on C\ the same boundary values as ¿>i(a)+5(a); the derivatives ux and uv need only be continuous in subdomains of Dx into which D\ is divided by a finite number of smooth arcs or curves. Since piz) and p\iz) vanish on C and &, respectively, we may set w(a) =piz)+Siz) in D and «(a) =5(a) inDi -D. Inserting this in (2) Clearly, ^(a)+5(a) is single-valued in D and-because of ^""i «,. = 0-5(a) is single-valued in the complement of D. In view of the remark made further above, Theorem I will therefore apply. The integral in (1) can be evaluated by the residue theorem. If g(z) and (r(a) are the analytic functions for which piz)=Re {qiz)} and 5(a) = Re (<r(a)}, we have, in view of piz)=0 (aEC), dp 1 -ds --7-q'iz)dz, z CZC, dn i and therefore (2) Asterisks denote conjugate complex quantities. Re U,a-1 log f (r>) -FjQ i=¿-^l0H 1-^ )'
where the right-hand side is obviously real. Passing to the function inverse to F(a), we have thus established the following result.
Letfiz) be regular, univalent, and bounded by unity in \z\ <l. If Zi, • • • , zn are points in \z\ <1 and ai, • • • , ctn are complex constants such that <xi+ • • • +a" = 0, then (6) /(a») -/(a,) ¿_, ayaß log:
Zr Zp á S «><*? log 1 -/(a")/*(a")
That the real part may be replaced by the absolute value is seen by multiplying all the a, by a complex number of suitable argument.
If we set ai=l, a2= -1, n = 2, and assume, in addition,/(0) =0, (6 
3. From (6) it is possible to derive a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the coefficients of a function which is univalent and bounded in the unit circle.
Let f(z) =a0+aia+a2Z2+ • • • be regular in a neighborhood of z = 0 and let Anm and Bnm denote the polynomials in a0, a\, ■ • ■ given by the expansions (7) (8)
-log (1 -/*(f)/(a)) = ¿ B"«"f*-(Bmn = B*nm).
In order that ao, a*, • • • be the coefficients of a function which is univalent and bounded by unity in | a | < 1 it is necessary and sufficient that the inequalities (9) 7 . A nm<Jn<Tr,
be satisfied for any set of complex numbers ift, • ■ -, o-jy.
To prove the necessity, we observe that, by (7) and (8) [September (9) will follow from (6) . Now the equations (10) are equivalent to the existence of an expansion (11) E «ntn = E ir-l 1 -Zyl which converges in a neighborhood of ¿ = 0. To establish (11) , we choose the a» such that lim,,«, z, = Zo, |Zo| <1, and we observe that the functions (1-z,t)~l form a complete set in the space Z,2 of functions which are regular in \t\ <1 and satisfy /|t|"i \f(t)\ 2|^| <°°-Indeed, if there were a function of L2, say g(z), which is orthogonal to all functions of the set, we would have
and, since lim a* = a0* and g(t) is regular at t = Zo*, it would follow that g(t) vanishes identically. From the completeness of the set (1-a»/)-1 follows the existence of a converging expansion of the type (11) for all functions of Z,2 [l]. This proves (11) and thus also the necessity of the conditions (9).
To prove sufficiency, set crn = zn+Çn, n = l, ■ • • , N, ffn = 0, n>N. For N-> oo it then follows from the positivity of the right-hand side of (9) that
]-Letting f->z, we find that |/(z)| <1. The same set <rn will also assure the univalence of f(z). Neglecting the nonpositive second term on the righthand side of (9), we obtain log/'(a)+log/'(f) + 2 1og
which shows that/(a) ^/(f) if z^f and both are in the unit circle. If we consider the class of univalent functions in the unit circle for which |/(z) I < M and let M-» w, we obtain the corresponding results for univalent functions without any boundedness restrictions.
It is easily confirmed that (6) is in this case replaced by 2~2 ara"log P,JI=1 (6') and (9) takes the form
where Anm is given by (7) . (9') is equivalent to Grunsky's necessary and suffi-cient conditions [9] for the coefficients of a function univalent in the unit circle.
It is of interest to find the cases in which the sign of equality will occur in (6) . Since (6) is but a special case of (1), this will happen if the function p(z) constructed with the singularity (4) will be the same for both D and D\. If D\ is the unit circle, the function p\(z) with the singularity (4) is of the form
Hence, p(z) will be identical with p\(z) if D is a simply-connected domain whose boundary is either the circumference \z\ =1 or consists of parts of \z\ =1 and one or more arcs whose equation is
It follows that there will be equality in (6) if w=f(z) maps the unit circle onto a domain within | w\ < 1 whose boundary consists of parts either satisfying | w\ =1 or 
where Fiz, f) maps G onto the unit circle with concentric circular slits.
3. As another illustration, we consider the analytic function F,ß(z) which maps a schlicht domain of connectivity =g 3 onto the circular ring 1 < | w\ <M minus a number of concentric circular slits, where the subscripts v, ju indicate that the boundary components C, and G are transformed into the circumferences \w\ =1 and \w\ =M, respectively.
We denote by D\ the domain containing D which is bounded by C, and C", and by F0(z) the function mapping £>i onto the circular ring l<|w| <Af0. Clearly, log F",,(z) -log F0(z) is regular and single-valued in D and we may apply Theorem II with 5(a) Since the Dirichlet integrals are non-negative, this proves (23). To have equality in (23), both Dirichlet integrals in (25) must vanish, which obviously is possible only if p = S and if D' has the area 0, that is, if D is a slit domain. Since p = S and p is constant on each C, the boundary slits will then have the equations 5(a) = const. This proves Theorem III.
2. Before we apply Theorem III to a number of problems in the theory of functions, we indicate a somewhat stronger form of this result which holds if the function p(z) has the value zero on the entire boundary of D.
Theorem
Ilia. If the function p(z) takes the boundary values zero on C, the conclusion of Theorem III will hold regardless of the homotopic type of the closed curves C,.
Indeed, the assumption that the C, can be contracted to points within D' was used only to guarantee the vanishing of the integrals over the C, in (24). Since now p(z) =0 for zEG, these integrals have zero factors and the argument goes through as before.
As Schiffer [14] by means of Hadamard's variation formula for the Green's function. Except for the trivial case f = 77, there will be equality in (28') if the schlicht domain D is bounded by one or more rectilinear slits situated along the line of symmetry \z -f| =|z -771 off and 77. 3. Passing now to applications of Theorem III, we first remark that in the case in which the function p(z)-S(z) has a single-valued conjugate in D the left-hand side of (23) can be expressed by means of a Cauchy integral. Since p -const, on each C" dp/dn is pure imaginary on G Writing p(z) = Re {q(z)}, S(z) = Re {a(z)}, we thus have dp/dn= (l/i) q'(z) dz/ds > zCZ-C, and (23) takes the form
If q -a is single-valued, this integral can be evaluated by means of the residue theorem, which also shows that (29) may be replaced by Since we only used the fact that the right-hand side of (37) has a constant real part on the boundary of D, we may in this case take it to be of the form 
2Za,b, »=i áE"l^l2. 5 . As an application of (39) we derive a result recently obtained by Springer [17] On the other hand 
if a is any value not taken by/(z) in \z\ >1. Replacing, if necessary,/(z) by e~i"lf(eiyz), we may assume that a2 = 0. If there exists a value a, not taken by fiz) in |z| >1, such that Re {a3} <0, it will follow from (46) that |a2[ <2/3. Suppose, then, that for all such a we have Re {a3] =0. If 0 = arg a, it follows that a is in one or more of the three angular regions \0\ <ir/6, \0 -ir/3| <7r/6, ¡0+7t/3| <ir/6. If one of these regions did not contain values a, all the values left out by /(z) would be contained in a half-plane bounded by a line passing through the origin. This is impossible since, by (45), the center of gravity of the boundary of the image of | z| > 1 is at the origin. Hence, all three angular spaces must contain boundary points of the image, which shows that the origin is also a boundary point. We may therefore take a = 0 in (46) and obtain |a2| ^2/3. This inequality, due to Schiffer [12] and Golusin [5] , has thus been proved in all cases. The sign of equality will hold if, and only if, there is equality in the corresponding inequality (39). It is easily confirmed that, except for trivial transformations, this will occur only for the function/(z)=z(l-z3)-2/3 = z+2z-2/3 + We add a remark concerning the coefficients of univalent functions <7>(a) =a+a2a2+a3a3+ ■ ■ • which are regular in the unit circle. It is easily confirmed that (44) is equivalent to If it were true that the right-hand side of this inequality is maximized by the function for which a2 = 2, «3 = 3, it would follow that |a«f ¿4, m ac" cordance with a well known conjecture. However, using the tables for the boundary surface of the (a2, «3)-space computed by Schaeffer and Spencer [ll], it can be shown that the right-hand side is capable of values as large as 4.27(2). 7. As a last application of (38) we derive the following result. In view of (51), this proves (48).
Equality in (50) is possible only if the function (49) coincides with P+S throughout D. But this means that p,=P in each D" which shows that P must vanish on C" Incidentally, it is also clear that the domains D, must in this case fill the entire domain D, since otherwise there would be regions in which P is harmonic and on whose boundaries P vanishes.
2. As a first application of Theorem IV, consider the case 5"(a) = a, log | z -f"|, where f" is a point of D, and a, is an arbitrary real constant. 3. Applying (52) to a problem in the theory of bounded functions, we set n = 2, ai=l, a2= -1 and take D to be the unit circle. Since, in this case, Hit, rj) =log 11 -fV|, (52) takes the form Inserting these expressions in (53), we obtain the following result.
Let /(a) and g(z) be univalent and bounded by unity in \z\ <1 and let f(z) 9ág(w), where z and w are any two points in the unit circle. Then This inequality is sharp and, for two given points z = z0 and w = w0, equality will hold only if the conformai maps yielded by the two functions partition the unit circle along a circular arc which is orthogonal to | a | = 1 and with respect to which /(ao) and g(w0) are inverse points.
That we have indeed equality in this case follows from the remark that, by the Schwarz inversion principle, the analytic continuation of the Green's function of Di across the dividing circular arc coincides with the negative value of the Green's function of A>.
From (54) we can deduce the following result. This inequality is sharp and the sign of equality will occur only in the case in which /(O) = 0, g(0) = 2-1/2 (or vice versa) and the two mappings partition the unit circle along an arc of | z -2g(0) | = 1.
In view of (54), (55) will be established if, for any two numbers a, b such that 0<o<l, 0<¿)<1, it can be shown that
Writing a -tanh a, b = tanh ß, we have with equality if sinh (a+ß) = l and a -0 or ß = 0. Choosing a = 0, we shall thus have equality for a = 0, b = 2~112. The description of the extremal mappings follows by specialization of the preceding result. 4. As another application of (54), we consider a function F(z) which is bounded and univalent in \z\ <1 and does not vanish there. The functions (F(z))112 and -(F(z))112 are also univalent in |a| <1 and clearly take no common values. We may thus identify (F(z))1'2 and -(F(z))1'2 with, respectively, the functions/(z) and g(z) in (54). Hence: If F(z) is univalent, bounded by unity and ^0 in \z\ <1, and if z, w are any two points in the unit circle, then If, for instance, D is a circle and a its center, R(a) is the radius of the circle, and the right-hand side of (58) provides an upper bound for the size of the latter. From the way (58) was derived it is, however, clear that this will not be a sharp bound for the radius (an example shows, incidentally, that it cannot be more than about 8 per cent higher than the true value).
To find the domains D for which (58) will be sharp, we observe from Theorem V that this is possible only if the entire plane can be simply covered by replicas of D. Furthermore, the Green's functions of the domains with a,= l and the negative values of the Green's functions of the domains with a,= -1 must all be analytic continuations of each other. Except for the trivial case in which D is a sector of angle ir/m, this leaves three possibilities. D may be a rectangle, an equilateral triangle, or an infinite parallel strip, and the distribution of the values ± 1 for a, must be such that across each boundary line two different values of a, face each other. For squares, we thus have the following sharp result.
Let fi ■ • * , fm, Vi • • " i »7m be distinct points in the plane and draw, with these points as centers, equally-sized squares of arbitrary orientation which do not overlap. If b is the side of the square, then where P is the right-hand side of (58). The constant in (59) is the best possible. Equality in (59) is, of course, excluded unless there is an infinity of squares covering the plane in chess-board fashion. How fast equality is approached if the number of squares grows is indicated by the fact that, for a chess-board arrangement of 4X4 squares, we obtain è = 1.6469P. If we use the known value of the inner radius of an equilateral triangle of side b, we obtain the sharp inequality b g )r3(l/3)/27r) P, analogous to (59).
Using parallel strips of width b, we obtain the following result. If 2m nonoverlapping linear segments of length b and centers fi, • • • , fm. Vu • • • , Vm He on the same straight line, then b^(ir/2)P, where P is the righthand side of (58). The constant 7r/2 is the best possible.
By generalizing Theorem V to harmonic functions in three dimensions, similar three-dimensional results can be obtained. As an example, we mention the following inequality.
Consider 2m nonoverlapping equal cubes in space whose centers are at the points Pi, • ■ • , Pm, Qi, • • • , Qm-If b is the side of the cube, we have the sharp inequality License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ts±(± -±_£-ü;i_ t » y í»YVm=i -f\6<» "<" P»P^ ,<" Ç}"CV wÂere 7 = limpio g(P, Ç}) -(PQ)-1 ow¿ g(P, Q) is the Green's function of the unit cube with respect to its center. 7. Passing now to function-theoretical applications of Theorem V, we first consider the special case « = 2, «i=l, aj= -1 of inequality (57), that is,
Âi(f!, fO + htiU f,) = 2 log I f 1 -f, I.
If Di and D2 are simply-connected and we introduce the functions f(z) and g(z) which map the interior of the unit circle onto D\ and Di, respectively, (60) can be expressed as the following result concerning these two functions.
If fiz) and giz) are univalent for |a| <1 and if f(z)9£g(w), where z and w are two arbitrary points in the unit circle, then I f'(z)g'(w) I 1
with equality only in the case in which the two functions map the unit circle onto complementary half-planes, with respect to whose dividing line the points /(a) and g(w) are symmetric.
(61) can be made to yield some information on univalent functions in the unit circle. If F(a) is regular and univalent and does not vanish in \z\ <1, both (F(z))112 and -(F(z))112 are univalent in the unit circle and they do not take common values. They may thus be identified with the functions f(z) and g(z) in (61). This yields Since h(<*>, ») = -log r, where r is the outer conformai radius [10] of the complement of D, M can also be estimated in terms of the outer radii.
If the outer conformai radii of the inner and outer boundaries of a finite doubly-connected domain of modulus M are r and R, respectively, then M ^ R/r. 3 . To illustrate the type of information regarding bounded conformai maps of the unit circle which can be obtained from (65), we set n = 2, ai=a2 = 1, and take D\ to be the unit circle. We have hi(z, f) = log 11 -f*z| and, if I \1 -f*(z)w)\ 4 . We now turn to a different type of extremal problem. Let D be a schlicht domain of finite connectivity and let U(s) denote a piecewise continuous function of s, where s is the length-parameter along the boundary C of D; let further a and ß denote two distinct points of D. Consider now all doublyconnected subdomains D' of D which do not contain a and ß and whose boundaries C+C contain C, and associate with D' the harmonic function u(z) in D' which takes the boundary values U(s) and zero on C and C, respectively. With these definitions, find the domain D' for which (66) (u, u)d' = j I (ux + uy)dxdy = min.
We shall show that the problem (66) is solved by a domain D'0 whose boundary component C is an analytic slit connecting a and ß and that the associated function u0(z) satisfies (buo\ i9«o"> \dn) *_Z1 I 9" ) z=zt '
if Zi and a2 are two geometrically coinciding points on opposite edges of the slit. We first remark that the existence of a solution to our problem follows from compactness considerations.
Furthermore, an approximation argument shows that it is sufficient to establish the inequality (68) («o, wo)d0' ^ («, u)d',
where the boundary component C of D' consists of one or more analytic curves. If D' is of this type, we may connect a and ß by a continuous arc ywhich may even be assumed to be analytic-such that y has no points in common with D'. We denote the domain bounded by C and y by D", and we extend the definition of u(z) to all points of D" by setting u(z) =0 in D"-D'; obviously, this function u(z) is continuous in D".
We now construct a two-sheeted domain D* by crosswise joining two replicas of D" along y, and we extend the definition of m (a) to all points of D* by setting tt(ai)-f-«(z2) =0 if Zi and z2 are points which lie one on top of the other. Clearly, this function u(z) is continuous in D* and it has the boundary values U(s) and -U(s) on C and its replica, respectively. We now introduce the function Uo(z) which has the same boundary values and is harmonic throughout D*. By the minimum property of the Dirichlet integral, we have (69) («o, uo)d> á (m, u)d. = 2(u, u)D-, By symmetry, m0(zi) = -«o(z2) if ai and z2 are two points with the same projection onto the plane, and the curve u0(z) =0 will therefore decompose D* into two identical schlicht slit-domains Do ■ Since a and ß are branch points of D*, this slit-which, since it satisfies u(z) =0, is obviously analytic-must connect a and ß. It is further clear that (m0, Mo)d. = 2(wo, Uo)d'" and this, together with (69), proves the minimum property (68) of D¿. That the normal derivatives of u0(z) satisfy the relation (67) at the points of the slit is also an immediate consequence of the fact that «o(zi) = -u0(z2) if zi and z2 are two points of D* with the same projection onto the plane.
The same method of proof will also dispose of the case in which there are m pairs of points of D, say a\, ßi, • • • , ctm, ßm, which are to be outside D', and in which we prescribe, moreover, that both points of a pair are to be within the same "hole." We obtain an extremal domain which, in addition to G is bounded by m analytic slits each connecting the two points of a pair; the extremal function will again have the property (67).
5. (67) can be used in order to obtain explicit expressions for the extremal functions. We illustrate this in the case of the following problem: Given four distinct points a\, a2, a3, «4, to find two disjoint continua G and G containing the pairs a.\, a2 and a3, au, respectively, such that the Riemann modulus of the complement D of G + G is a maximum [13] .
If u(z) is harmonic in D and takes the boundary values 0 and 1 on G and G, respectively, the modulus M of D is given by (u, u)D -2»r/log M. We thus have to minimize this Dirichlet integral under the above conditions; the existence of a minimizing domain follows again from a compactness argument. If we apply our solution of the problem (66) in turn to the curves G and G-using the functions u(z) and 1-«(a), respectively-we find that in the extremal case both G and G are analytic arcs along which the extremal function satisfies the condition (67).
If w-f(z) maps the extremal domain onto the circular ring 1< | w\ <M, we have log |/(z)| =u(z) log M, and thus du 1 f'(z) dz -= ---> a E G, C%.
9« i /(a) ds
Since (dz/ds)2 has the same values on opposite edges of the slits, it follows therefore from (67) that (/'(z)//(z))2 is single-valued in the entire plane. The only singularities of this function are situated at the points a" v = l, 2, 3, 4. In view of the mapping properties of /(a), these are simple poles. Hence the function (70) (^Y Ó (z -a.) \f(z) / _i is regular and single-valued at all finite points of the plane. Since /'// has a double zero at a= °°, the same is also true at infinity, and the function (70) must reduce to a constant. It thus follows, in accordance with [13] , that log/(a) =cj" dz / 4 \1/2 ( II (» -a,))
